Elsafe Sentinel II
Electronic Safes
Elsafe goes beyond the ordinary with its new Sentinel II in-room safe
series. We have taken in-room security to a new level and combined
it with a functional and trendy design.
Sentinel II delivers the same unmatched security standards Elsafe is
known for. In addition, Sentinel II RFID allows your users to securely
operate the safe with the same RFID room key, thus becoming the
perfect in-room safe for the quality and design conscious proprietary,
without compromising your users´ security needs.

FEATURES
:: UL-1037 Certified for physical strength and security.
:: Industry-leading Audit Trail.
:: Flash memory.
:: Reprogrammable configuration.
:: ADA compliant telephone style keypad.
:: 4 digit code.
:: LED display for clear visible numbers.
:: Green backlit keypad.
:: Internal light.
:: Push button to lock door.
:: Powered with 5 AA batteries.
:: Low battery warning.
:: Easy external battery change
:: Spring loaded door.
:: Accommodates up to 17” laptop in certain models.
:: Serviced by computerized service 		
device with unique service code.
:: Anti tamper labyrinth.
:: Internal carpet.
:: Unique triangular locking bolt enforcement.
:: Easy maintenance.
:: Attractive ergonomic design.
:: Revolutionary locking system with 		
interlocking deadbolt mechanism.
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:: One piece cold pressed curved door 		
(over 70% stronger than flat steel door).
:: Extended solid steel bolt hinges for 		
maximum security and durability.
:: Solid arc welded heavy gauge steel construction
for superior strength and security.
Optional features
:: Anti tamper switch
:: Wireless RF online communication 		
upgrade (requires online network).
:: Power outlet inside the safe.
:: RFID interface.
:: Rental mode by activation code.

The global leader in
door opening solutions

SPECIFICATIONS

ONE-PIECE COLD-PRESSED
DOOR IS OVER 70%
STRONGER THAN FLAT STEEL
DOOR.

ANTI-TAMPER LABYRINTHS
PROTECT OUR SAFES'
ELECTRONICS FROM MANIPULATION.

ELSAFE'S REVOLUTIONARY
LOCKING SYSTEM RESISTS
FORCIBLE ENTRY.

EXTENDED SOLID STEEL BOLT
HINGES ARE SECURE AND
ULTRA-RELIABLE.

SafeLink Software
SafeLink software is the ultimate tool to commission,
maintain, and service Elsafe safes.

PinKey
PinKey is a compact electronic PIN code protected key
to securely override and service Elsafe safes.

Outlets
Optional internal power outlet in different types (US, EU
and UK).

Measurements

Sentinel II 25

Sentinel II 41

Sentinel II 49

Outside H/W/D

mm

206/437/260

206/437/421

206/437/502

Incl. keyboard

in

81/8/173/16/103/16

81/8/173/16/165/8

81/8/173/16/1913/16

Inside H/W/D

mm

202/433/168

202/433/330

202/433/411

in

715/16/171/16/69/16

715/16/171/16/13

715/16/171/16/163/16

Door dimensions

mm

148/320

148/320

148/320

H/W

in

513/16/125/8

513/16/125/8

513/16/125/8

Internal volume

litres

14,1

27,7

34,5

cu ft

0,50

0,98

1,22

kg

11,6

15,1

17,4

lb

23,8

33,3

Weight

Standard

Body color

Black Gray RAL 7021

Frame color

Gray

Front

Silver

38,4
H/W/D: Height/Width/Depth

Steel thickness:
Fastening method:

Door: 4 mm / Frame-Backwall: 2,5 mm / Body: 2 mm
Backwall: 2 bolts / Bottom: 4 holes
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